
I-Spy Gadget 

Introduction 

As a spy, have you ever needed to be discreet and avoid 

detection from evil villains? If so, you will need Spy Specs. 

These glasses are technology you can wear which will change 

your life. 

 

Features 

The stylist Spy Specs are jam packed with the latest off the 

radar tech. The most impressive of these useful and life 

changing features is the built in hacking capabilities which 

come as standard with every pair. This feature allows you to 

trace and track your enemies anywhere in the world and 

message anyone on any device using all social media platforms 

securely.  

However, the most incredible feature is the internet vision. 

Internet vision is the latest must have for all spies. This means 

you can see the world differently. It can translate any language 

automatically, sync to any network instantly with total 

discretion and offer you the safest escape routes possible as 

well as thermal imaging to assess enemies and highlight weak 

points instantaneously. 

 Why Buy The Spy Specs? 



As a spy it is important to always stay one step ahead of your 

nemesis. The spy specs make this possible! Have you ever 

been trapped or stuck in a sticky situation? We guarantee the 

Spy Specs will help you and could save your life. All of our 

features have been designed to be nearly invisible which is a 

first for wearable tech. The Spy Specs will allow you to be 

safer, finish assignments quicker and spend more time with 

your family.  

 

Conclusion 

Spy Specs are the must have item of 2019 for any spy - 

experienced or rookie. The life changing features have been 

tested in the field and endorsed by none other than Lara Croft. 

Lara has travelled the world extensively and has come across 

all kinds of danger in search of the world’s greatest treasures. 

She described the Spy Specs as, “A game changing piece of 

equipment. I wouldn’t be without them.” Available at all well-

known retailers. Get yours NOW! 


